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REFLECTIONS OF

OR the first time, in many instances, we have at-
tempted to list the signatures of the bank officers. There
is no question but that these signatures are an impor-

tant part of the charm and fascination of collecting nationals.
The problem being that many signatures are illegible or indis-
tinct or virtually missing altogether. Green ink, sometimes used
with rubber stamps, just faded away without a trace. Attractive
pen signatures are a great plus on any national bank note—
the higher the grade, the better.

We have considered methods of legitimately restoring these
signatures where the proper ones are known and examples are
available. A new stamp can be made from a similar note and
used to restore faded or missing signatures. We would greatly
appreciate any comment, both pro and con, anyone would
care to make in connection with bank officer signatures and
particularly relative to restoring them.

For some time now it has been our intention to point out
the fallacy of considering only outstanding circulation figures
in Van Belkum's recent book [National Banks of the Note Issuing
Period, 1863- 1935] in determining the rarity and perhaps the
price of a note on a given bank. However, we did not wish to
do this without first discussing this with Mr. Van Belkum, not
only because we consider him a friend but because we can
appreciate the hours and expense that were incurred in pro-
viding all of us with this valuable information, and we by no
means wanted him or you to feel we were attempting to un-
dermine what he has done.

Noting the manner in which circulation figures have been
bandied about not only the past few months, but even more
so at the recent ANA show, we spoke at length with Mr. Van
Belkum and found that he, too, was concerned about the em-
phasis being placed on the circulation figures.

On our 13th mail list issued in November 1967, our intro-
duction contained a paragraph relative to pricing notes. Per
haps it would clarify our position if we were to reprint this
paragraph as it was written prior to outstanding circulation
figures being known. Our thinking is the same now as it was
then:

"While we have no quarrel with any man's method of pric-
ing his merchandise, we feel that sky-high prices on notes, rare,
scarce, and common indiscriminately, can only harm the
hobby and discourage the new collector. We make no claim to
being either oracles or public benefactors, but we do claim
that our prices are arrived at after considering many factors,
including the specific bank of issue, its size, term of existence,
relation to other banks in the same town and county, and of
course the denomination, type and condition."

While circulation figures most certainly provide all with an
additional guide it should by no means be used as the only
guide in determining the rarity and price of a note. Nationals
were saved in a haphazard manner, with the "saver" having
no idea, or for that matter no concern, as to the total circula-
tion of the bank or bank's notes he set aside or hoarded. Natu-
rally, the larger the bank's issue the better the chance a note
survived redemption, but if a bank issued all charter period
notes (small-size included), how can the circulation figure in
1934 provide us with the only information needed in pricing

a note in largesize, especially in the early charter period notes.
Banks from time-to-time retired a portion of their circulation
in later years, or increased their capital and perhaps chose to
expand their circulation, thereby causing the final circulation
figure to be somewhat unrealistic as to what the bank's circu-
lation may have been in any year except for the year the circu-
lation figure is shown.

All of the foregoing simply points out that it is impossible
to look in any book, pull out a figure and feel that you have all
the facts needed. It is our suggestion, along with that of Mr.
Lou Van Belkurn, that circulation figures not be overempha-
sized, and that it be used as it was intended—that is, factual
information.
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Standardizing
Currency Grading

An Opinion

by BRAD VAUTRINOT

Having read several books on U.S. currency, observed the many
ads in currency publications and talked to several dealers and
collectors, it appears to me as if the grading of paper money
falls into two distinct categories: an attempt to simplify and
standardize grading, e.g. Krause, Friedberg, and Morycz, and
an attempt to promote categories within categories leading to
needless complexity, confusion and over-grading of notes, e.g.
some dealers, some collectors and some auction houses.

WENTY-FIVE years ago uncirculated coins were graded
as BU (brilliant uncirculated), gem BU, and proof. Now
there are about ten "mint states" for uncirculated coins

not including the various proof grades. The value difference in
one mint state of uncirculated in a coin can mean as much as
two-thousand dollars or more in some cases, both coins con-
sidered uncirculated! On the surface this appears to be unfair,
unnecessary and an attempt to artificially raise the premiums
of coins that fit into the various categories. One can only specu-
late as to why this has occurred and I'll stay away from any
conspiracy theories that I've heard mentioned and just say that
a possible reason may be due to the fact that there is a finite
number of coins available to the large amount of collectors in
the field. Since I'm not a coin collector, I'll retreat from this
aspect of numismatics.

One of the most frustrating issues of bank note collecting
has to be the grading system. Another is note processing which
has been touched upon in a previous issue of PAPER MONEY.
Grading has many variations and these mean different things
to different people, but what disturbs me most is that I'm see-
ing categories within categories, or degrees within categories,
and I hope this is not a trend toward emulating the current
coin grading system.

To paraphrase Krause's United States Paper Money, in its in-
troduction, ". . there can be no degrees of uncirculated—a
note is either uncirculated or it is not." I agree with this con-
cept in its purity, but I'd like to clarify my feelings on this
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statement by saying I think there should be different grades of
uncirculated notes due to their scarcity but that these differ-
ences should be kept in some perspective and as simple and as
fair as possible. I think the Krause statement above should be
applied to grades of currency other than uncirculated, how-
ever. For example, there can be no degrees of XF—a note is
either XF or it is not. Regarding uncirculated notes, I feel that
the grading system used by Stanley Morycz is one of the best
and fairest of all those I've seen. This involves just three cat-
egories of uncirculated notes. They are uncirculated, choice
uncirculated and gem uncirculated.

For those unfamiliar with Mr. Morycz's grading system of
uncirculated notes they are as follows, and I quote from his
catalog:

"Gem Uncirculated: A superb note of exceptional condition."
"Choice Uncirculated: A nice new note but not quite gem

quality. Centering may be a trifle off."
"Uncirculated: A crisp new note. May be off center or have a

counting smudge."

I feel this is a clear, fair and uncomplicated way to grade
uncirculated notes and is what I use when grading my own
collection or examining notes I find from a dealer or other
collector. Needless to say, I've had some lively and energetic
differences of opinion with some people regarding this and I
tend to be wary of dealers and collectors who stray markedly
from the above.

When I look at a note I'd like to purchase I first examine it
to see if it has been processed. If it has been processed, the sale
is abandoned and I look elsewhere. If the note has not been
tampered with I look to see what grade the seller has put it in,
for example "Ch. XF+", and determine if the note fits into the
grading system I use for XF. If it does, I then determine if the
seller's price is reasonable and fair for a note in XF condition
and do not get involved with the inane and confusing con-
cepts of what constitutes a Ch. XF+. While starting to see some
ads offering uncirculated notes in the following grades: "unc.,
cr. unc., ch. unc., gem unc., gem new, gem superb, and gem
superb new" from the same dealer, I'm beginning to become
alarmed as to where the field may be heading.

Several months ago I received in the mail a catalog from a
major auction house and was somewhat dismayed to see the
following description of a particular note: (paraphrased)
". . . This scarce note is uncirculated with bright colors and in
Gem New condition. It has one corner fold that doesn't touch
the design, but we're not going to quibble over something this
minor in such a rare and beautiful note and are grading it as
Gem New." The rarity of a note should not determine its con-
dition. The condition must speak for itself and this was a bla-
tant example of over-grading and would have probably been
graded as uncirculated by most reasonable people, but not Ch.
Unc. and certainly not Gem Unc. To me, two of the most dis-
appointing aspects of currency collecting would be if I were
selling some notes to have the potential buyer point out that
the notes were either processed or improperly over-graded and
in either event not worth what I thought they were worth or
what I had paid for them.

I have become concerned to see, in some ads, people adver-
tising Gem Unc. notes in the following manner: Gem, Gem
New, Gem Superb, Gem Superb New, etc. These are examples

of categories within categories and are absolutely absurd. A
Gem note is a new note of pristine quality, unprocessed, full
embossing, bright color, full margins all around on both sides,
excellent centering, absolutely no signs of handling and as fresh
as the day it was printed. Anything less than this will lower the
grade of the note to an appropriate category. There cannot and
should not be degrees or categories of Gem Uncirculated notes!

I see more than a few ads in publications advertising notes
as "XF+, Ch. XF, Ch. AU, About VF", etc., and, again, I feel that
things are a bit out of hand. Varying grades of uncirculated I
can understand, due to the scarcity of notes in uncirculated
condition, and agree with this as long as they are kept reason-
able, but what constitutes an XF+, a Ch. AU? I have no answer
for this and a note should be either XF or AU or not—no plusses
or minuses or choices—just XF or AU. If a note is better than
XF, it is About Uncirculated. If it is better than AU it is Unc.
"About VF" implies, to me, that the note is not VF and should
have been graded as Fine. The only "About" category that has
any validity is About Unc. (AU). Another puzzlement I see are
notes described, for example, as "XF/AU". Again, a note is ei-
ther XF or AU, but it certainly cannot be both. I hope that
"slabbing" of currency is riot on the horizon but would not be
surprised if someone attempted this in the near future.

I read a currency ad in a recent issue of The Bank Note Re-
porter describing a scarce note as "Virtually a Gem CU." How-
ever, the seller noted there was a teller's counting pinch on
one of the edges. In my opinion, this is another example of
over-grading and the note should be in the Ch. Unc. or Unc.
category depending upon the size of the pinch, but not Gem
Unc. I hope that "virtually" is not about to become a new cur-
rency grade. All of us become excited when seeing, acquiring
or selling a scarce note and the temptation to grade it as highly
as possible is only natural. What all of us have to do, though,
is agree upon the true grading of currency and not be seduced
by a particular note's rarity as an excuse or reason to grade it
higher than it really is. Sell it for whatever amount you want,
but grade it accurately and fairly.

I've seen notes that I thought were Gem Unc. and was sur-
prised to have the seller point out that it was actually a Ch.
Unc. since the centering was off just a little too much to suit
them and they were selling it as such since, in their opinion, it
just missed Gem quality. It's nice to see such honesty and fair-
ness. Dealers and collectors such as these have set specific lim-
its on their grading system that they adhere to rigorously,
consistently and faithfully.

People are free to buy and sell bank notes forwhatever amount
they want no matter what anyone, including the Green Sheet,
states. That's their right and I'd never dispute that. The prevail-
ing market and the scarcity of certain notes should be the major
factor in the buying and selling of currency, but let's keep the
grading of notes clear, simple, fair, concise and honest.

With the large number of new collectors entering the field
every year, I feel the time is here to standardize the grading
system for currency before things become ludicrous and out
of control; one consisting of accuracy, simplicity and fairness;
one that will eliminate the varying and unnecessary degrees
within each category (except uncirculated—and limit those to
just the three mentioned above); one that will let the scarcity
of a note dictate its value without resorting to the use of pre-
tentious and inflated means of grading.
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